Make your own stamp kit!

Explore shapes and make some art!

**Supplies:**
- Collected materials from your house. Check out that “junk drawer. Anything goes: jars, straws, old toys, forks or even dry pasta!
- Let the shapes inspire your creativity! (And make sure your grown ups say OK!)
- Paint and Paper (or water and a sidewalk if you want less mess!)

Investigate your materials and sort them. What kind of shapes do you think they’ll make? Do some stamping test runs!

Get creative and go wild! Do you think that thread spool end kind of looks like a lemon slice? What about the cork? You could stamp circles until you made a caterpillar or a bunch of grapes!.

The possibilities are endless!

Ms. Amber is working from home and spending time in her backyard. She made a pollinator garden with her shapes. Post your creations on our facebook page and show us what you created at home!